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Now, if you’ve come into the Studio Expansion Program, there’s a few things I know about 

you. One of the things I know is that you are not someone who is happy to settle for average 
success. You’re not someone who’s going to maintain the status quo. You are passionately 

driven to grow your studio and, in the process, impact the lives of thousands. 
 
Now, I’ve really enjoyed having conversations with many of you and learning about what 

you want to achieve in your studio. And what’s so exciting is that, you know, being the 

leading studio in your area isn’t even on the radar for many of you. Your ambitions are so 

much bigger than that. I’m hearing you talking about wanting to become a national brand 
with multiple venues operating all through the country. Others of you are actually saying 
that you want to become the International benchmark for quality education in your 
industry. Such an amazing goal that we are going to now work on, transforming and 

expanding your horizons to make that possible. 
 
Now, each of you and your studios has a unique blend of knowledge and expertise that sets 

your studio apart. You’ve each got some set of unique qualities, which gives you an end. 

And we now need to find out what they are so that we can highlight them and communicate 
them to the mass market, and get that word out there about your particular studio. 
 
Now, a common thread that I see linking amongst all of your studios is that you seek to 
create an image that represents the quality that you provide. So, what we want to do now 

is to start formulating an image, which represents your unique advantage that highlights 

why you are so good at what you do, that also demonstrates your status within the market 

and that communicates the value that you provide to your students. So, in this video, we’re 

going to be talking about the non-negotiable studio business rules, and they are pricing and 
positioning. 
 
All right, so right here, right now let’s get something out in the open. Let’s get something 

clear. If you are charging less than or equal to your competition, it says a lot about your 
studio. Now, it is important to be affordable in your market.  
 
That’s a given. However, we also need to be able to communicate why you are the best 

choice of studio in town, and I’ll tell you one thing. Price cannot be the determining factor. 

What you’ll find is that when you start positioning yourself as this premium provider, you 

can charge accordingly and you’ll start attracting the quality of students that you want to 

be able to create a quality studio. 
 
You see, if you’re charging in the bargain basement category, where you don’t belong, 

you’re going to attract all those who are just attracted by the price and not about the 

experience and the quality of education that you really provide. 
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Does that make sense? You know, I think it’s a bit of a non-negotiable rule that if you are 
valuing yourself in that bargain basement category, if you think we want to be affordable 

and that is our highest value, what you’ll find is that the students who come in aren’t the 

quality that you want. And not only that. You’re devaluing yourself and your studio. You’re 
worth so much more than that. 
 
But positioning is not based upon price alone. If you want to be the premium provider, 

you’ve got to provide a premium experience. And you can provide a premium experience 

by how you engage your students. The lessons you provide, the teachers you have, the 
studio space that you offer, the opportunities you offer your students to take. All these 
elements come together to produce this experience that parents look at and go clearly this 
is the number one studio in town, and you know what. I don’t even mind paying a little bit 

extra because this is the most vibrant studio that’s in our area. 
 
Now, ideally we’d like to position your studio just above the average price point in your area. 
That way we can demonstrate that you are the superior studio providing a superior 

experience at a still very affordable rate. If you’ve been pricing your lessons at or below the 
average in your area, or what I like to call the bargain basement category, what you may 

have been finding is that you’re attracting students who don’t necessarily have any loyalty 

to your studio.  
 
They’re there because the cost was attractive, and you’ll find that they don’t have a focus 

for pursuing their development. They don’t have the discipline to get the results that will 

reflect really well on your studio are going to create a greater impression overall. 
 
These are what we call the low-hanging fruit. You know, they’re easy to pick, but they are 
also easy to drop off. Now, however, the low-hanging fruit are really fantastic in terms of 

your profit because you can capitalize on that market.  
 
Programs like your holiday camps or workshops. These are great to offer out to everyone at 
a really affordable price because it brings them all in, gives them a taste of your studio, and 
then you can filter the good ones to drive them into your term-time classes and then the 

rest can just fade away happily. Sound good? 
 
So, in terms of profit certainty, using the low-hanging fruit for certain programs is fantastic, 

but you do want to drive the majority of your business towards funneling them to the high-

quality fruit, the top of the tree, which is going to be the best. Now, some of you might be 

asking right now, well, why? 
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What’s so wrong about sitting in the average little basket? Why can’t we just stay in that 
safe bracket there? Now, while it might be comfortable to be charging average, the same 
amount as everyone else, if you do have ambitions of becoming the premium provider, we 

need every element of our studio to reflect that. And if you’re putting yourself in the mix of 

everyone else, in some ways it’s going to be disadvantageous to you. 
 
Now, ours is a service-based industry and the thing is that it’s very intangible. The value put 

on an hourly-by-hourly rate is different to other people. 
 
So, we want to be able to help our customers to understand and appreciate the value that 

we put on our services. You know, positioning is an art and it’s a science, and behind it all 

must lie a very clear conviction on why it is you’re doing what you’re doing, what value you 

provide, and what your studio stands for and the results you achieve. And when you get a 
clear understanding of that, suddenly the pricing, you see what you’re worth and students 

will see what you’re worth as well. 
 
So, here are some ways to help you decide where to position your studio, and the first one 

looks at big picture positioning. Now, we aren’t able to decide on positioning alone, and one 

of the biggest factors that’s going to affect this is you. What do you want for your studio 

and how (Unclear 6:08) are you to drive it high to create this big vision? Do you see your 
studio expanding to multiple venues in multiple states with a real reputation for excellence, 

or are you really content having a great, popular studio in one community? 
 
Now, either way it’s fine depending on what you want, but we need to know this, so we can 

really work on your positioning now and where you’re heading. The second one is to analyze 
and research what’s currently being offered in your market by your competitors and 

discover if there is a missing link. 
 
Is there something out there that you know that your students would love, but no one’s just 
offering? And this comes down to being innovative, which bring us to our third one. If you 
really want to position yourselves as a trailblazer, one of the best and easiest ways to do it 

is to look overseas and see what cutting edge trends are going on over there. Then once 
you’ve research them and see well, actually this might work for an Australian market, if you 

bring them back, it’s going to give you an absolute edge over the competition. 
 
Can I give you a clue? So, people see value in concrete things. That’s why the more effective 
you’re able to outline, communicate and articulate exactly what it is you do and the results 
you achieve, people are better able to kind of latch on and understand. It’s an easier sell. 

That’s why, for example, let’s say you run piano lessons. And instead of offering them piano 

lessons, if you’re able to wrap it all together into like a signature system that explains to 
them the sequential learning that occurs, the resources that will accompany their learning, 
how the teacher’s role interacts in this learning process. You talk about the community 
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they’re going to be a part of, the support they’re going to receive, and the results they’re 
going to achieve and the opportunities they’ll get as a result of achieving the results, if that 

makes sense. It shows them holistically what they’re going to be signing up for, and that’s a 
really easy sell. 
 
Now, that is because selling has changed. Selling used to be about persuading a customer 
to choose this studio over this studio, but that’s no longer how it works anymore. Selling is 

now all about creating an experience and highlighting and opening up a customer’s eyes to 

this is experience you can have and this is what you’re going to get, and then inviting them 

to join. So, selling used to be about persuasion. Now it’s all about invitation. 
 
We want to position your studio so precisely that we create an experience for the students 

that when you do finally invite them to come onboard, they go: “Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, 
sign me up. Where do I sign?”  
 
They’re jumping at the bit to get involved and have that experience for themselves. So, here 

I’m going to walk you through the four steps to perfect positioning. 
 
Number one is to back yourself and to believe in yourself wholeheartedly. 
 
Now, as a member of this program, I just know you are someone who is passionate. 

Passionate about your student’s development and you will go above and beyond to make 

sure that they get the knowledge they need to get the results that they want. You’re 

someone who goes the extra mile to help out your students. And you know what. Just being 

that person sets you heads and shoulders probably above all the other teachers in your area 
who kind of just go through the motions. 
 
Now, whether you charge 60 dollars an hour for private lessons or 120 dollars an hour, all 

that really comes down to is the value that you’re putting on yourself and your time. And 

so, I’m going to encourage you now to set the bar a little bit higher for yourself, because I 
know that you have total conviction and total confidence that you get great results and you 
know how to get them and you know how to make a difference in your student’s lives. 
 
Number two is to get someone else to say it for you. It’s what I like to call: call in a friend. 

Now, this is where you create testimonials. You get one of your current students to write 

like a little few notes about you. Maybe a parent. Maybe a past student who has gone on to 

have great success in the industry. Maybe you get your past teacher or one of your current 
teachers even to say a few words, even someone who’s famous in the industry. If you’ve got 

any connections who can say a few words about the results you get at your studio and the 

impact you have, that is going to go so far in creating instant credibility and justify why you 

charge the prices that you charge. 
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Now, I’m going to let you in on a very advanced strategy, which you are going to love. This 

is absolutely the best way to turbo charge your testimonials. 
 
You are going to love this. So, each of your testimonials needs to address a different 

objection that parents may have. So, you may not have thought about testimonials in this 

way, but testimonials are brilliant at finding out what a parent is concerned about and then 

seeing there’s social proof that someone else felt that way, but they got this result. So, 

here’s how you do it. 
 
Each testimonial has to be directed to answer a specific objective. For example, one might 

be that they’re not sure whether their child might be a bit too young to start in this program. 

So, you would help a parent create a testimonial that says, “I wasn’t sure whether my child 

was a little bit too young to start, but I’m so glad she did. Her schoolwork has improved. Her 

fine motor skills. I can’t believe how much she’s developed as a result of learning at this 
studio. I’m thrilled. Thank you very much.” 
 
And then you might have another objection, which relates to price. And you can openly 
address the objection. Don’t be afraid to challenge it. So, you can say straight up, in the 
testimonial that is, “It’s not the cheapest studio in town, but I wouldn’t send my child 

anywhere else. It is by far the best studio for creating exceptional performance.” And that 

type of thing helps you to directly demonstrate to your readership, to your potential 
customers why you are so great at what you do and shows that the parents truly believe in 

you too. It is the ultimate way to turbo charge your testimonials. 
 
Number three is for you to raise your game. If you want to be the premium provider of 

education in your area, in your state, in your country, in the world, then you’ve got to be at 

the cutting edge of knowledge of what’s going on in your industry. You need to keep your 
learning and education at a very high level and then come back and teach that information 

to your tribe. Now, your tribe are both your current students, but I also want you to step it 
out there and start teaching this knowledge to your database, even on your website. 
 
You want to start positioning yourself as the authority in your area for what is great 
technique, what is great experience, and what is possible in your industry. The more you 

position yourself as the gatekeeper of all the knowledge, the more value you will rise and 

your positioning is going to go through the roof. 
 
And number four finally. Now, I’ve given you some pretty big gems across these four steps, 

but this is the game changer. Here is it. So, you want to have one message across multiple 

mediums. Now, what happens more often than not - I can’t tell you - is that studio owners 

either dilute their message, where they’re kind of saying different things in their advertising. 
If you go to their website, you’re not really sure what they’re really about, or the advertising 
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isn’t really clear. What you want to do is to distill what you do into one very strong, very 
clear and concise message as opposed to not really being sure. 
 
When you have one message, you then want to spread that across every single platform 

you do. So, for example, when someone goes to your website, they can see your message 

loud and clear, and then that gets reinforced by when there’s a video of the studio director 

talking about the experience the students have and that message is being verbally 

translated. Then, when they go to the PDF downloadable guide about your studio, they can 

see visually depicted in pictures and with descriptions the same message. When they sign 

up for your email newsletter, they get emails, which say the same message time and time 

again. 
 
You’re reinforcing the message in every single avenue you’ve got. And I can’t tell you when 

you absolutely refine your focus to that one message, you will see your customers go: “Wow, 

they’re very focused upon achieving this,” and that’s what kind of filters out the low-hanging 

fruit from the high-hanging fruit because if someone really wants that message, if that 

speaks to them, they’re like: “Yeah, I’m in.” There’s no delusion. There’s no confusion. It’s very 
clear. And the amount of studios that don’t have one clear message it’s unbelievable. And 

once you work that out, which we’re going to help you do, you’ll find everything just 
becomes very simple. 
 
So, now the next step for you to take is to download the Premium Studio Positioning 
Checklist. This is going to walk you through all the steps of how to get your studio sitting on 
top of the industry.  


